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My dear Students,
I have already welcomed you to the University of Dayton.

Now I would like

to stress a thought which I expressed at the graduation exercises last summer.
Over the past months investigations have revealed scandalous conduct of
some students and others, especially in the form of dishonesty. As a consequence,
elders have been saying what they think of young people and the youngsters what
they think of their elders. It is an occasion to say what is wrong with the moral
code of many people today, not only young, but also older, of some in high places
and of some who may even be teachers. And because their moral code is wrong,
their conduct is also.
Any moral code, or code of honor, or honor system, which has merely a human
basis and depends only on human good will, is not solid and does not make for
real and lasting morality. Any mere human standard of morality will be changeable and weak as human nature is rather often. If a man is accountable only to
another man or group of men, he may take his chances of having his conduct escape
the notice or censure of such a superior. If a man recognizes God, the Author of
the universe, the Supreme Lawgiver, omniscient and just, he may be deterred
from taking any such chances.
This conviction is not sufficient.

Man’s good will needs assistance, and that,

more than human. At times the body may need stimulants prescribed by a
physician. There is need of Divine assistance, which is given to a great extent in
consequnce of our asking for it.
These truths are fundamental in the philosophy of education as held by
the University of Dayton. Your Alma Mater is in this business of education only
with the purpose and hope and prayer that her students become imbued with
these principles and endeavor every day to hold fast to them in their conduct.

yf Boned

Yours sincerely,

President.
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IN

COMMUNISTS
By Chen

CHINA

Fu

© Not only the fate of China but
the fate of all Asia depends on the
outcome of the Communists’ drive
for China’s conquest and utter subjugation. The fires of Red insurrection blaze high in Indonesia, Burma,
Indo-China, and the Malay Archi-

ing down policies from which there
has never been any fundamental deviation.

pelago and flying sparks are falling

ied by secret assurance to the rank

on tinder in India, Siam and even

Japan and the Philippines.
tionalist

resistance

If na-

collapses

in

China the whole continent of Asia

will be communistic

and

the way

will be opened for Russia’s mastery
of over half the world’s population.
CHINESE

COMMUNISTS

For

the

years

munists,

AND RussIA

American

Com-

assisted by their army of

“fellow travelers” and _ credulous
liberals” have worked untiringly to
persuade

public

opinion

that

the

Chinese Communist Party is a comparatively recent political manifestation, having no connection what-

ever with Moscow and the Third
International, but a purely native
movement born of a people’s spontaneous revolt against the corrupt
and oppressive dictatorship of Chiang. All of this may be summed up
as the Ultimate Lie. An indisputable record proves that the Chinese
Communist Party is now in its
thirtieth year, and just as it was organized by Russian agents and dispatched and financed by Lenin and

Trotsky, so has it been under Russia’s control and direction ever since.
Gauleiter has followed gauleiter, ex-

ercising supreme authority and layOctober,

1951

For purposes of expediency there
have been shows of co-operation
with

the

1951

non-Communist

opposi-

tion, but each has been accompanand file of the Communist

Party

that such moves were to be regarded

as “tactical and temporary” involving no real retreat from fixed objectives. In all of their statements
Marx and Lenin and Stalin made no
secret about stressing falsehood and
treachery as favored and justifiable
weapons in the fight for a Red

world.
America’s “fellow travellers” and
synthetic “liberals” in the face of
overwhelming proof, have grudgingly receded from their claim that
Mao and his Reds are “agrarian reformers” and “just another kind of
democrat.” Nevertheless while forced to admit that the Chinese party
is communistic in every true sense
of the word, they cling stubbornly
to their insistence that it is a “native
movement,” essentially nationalistic

and having no relationship to Moscow and the Third
Internatioal
other than ideological. While Russian influence may have been apparent in earlier years, since 1927 both
leadershp and policies have been
purely Chinese. This is their present

Former Under Secretary of State
Sumner

Welles:

“While

it is ob-

vious that for reasons of expediency
the Soviet system has at times been

willing to co-operate with truly democratic parties, and is at times disposed to permit a great measure of
independence to local Communist

organizations there is not the slight-

est shred of evidence
would indicate that
party organization
Indonesia or from

available which
any Communist
from Brazil to
Chile to Den-

mark is not in the last analysis sub-

servient to the authority centralized
in Moscow.” (THE Untrep States
AND Cutna by John King Fairbank. )

Edgar Snow: “It is misleading to
contend that Chinese Communists
are not Marxists, however, or that

they do not hope ultimately to build
up a Classless socialist state in China
or that they are not very close to the
Soviet Union in their sympathies.
People who try to persuade Amer-

icans to accept them on the ground
that they are not real Communists,
in the foregoing sense, are either
misinformed or deliberately dishonest.” (“Musr Cutna Go Rep?” by
Edgar Snow in the Post, May 12,

1953)

Dr. Lin Yutang: “There are not
different national Communist parties in dozens of countries; there is

only one international Communist
party in the world. There are not

position and they hold to it despite
a wealth of testimony from recog-

different party lines changing from
time to time; there is only one Com-

nized authority. We give three quotations.

munist party line in whatever country and time and that is Russia is
Page
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always right.” (CutnesE Macazine
by Dr. Lin Yutang, April, 1947.)
History

OF

THE

CHINESE

CoMMUNISTS

The Chinese Communist Party
may be said to have had its beginning in 1919 when Vladimir Ilyich
Ulyanor Lenin sat down to thrash
out a problem that was perplexing
and disconcerting. Karl Marx was
sure that the Revolution would
break out in Europe’s industrial centers with the slaves of capitalism
rising as one to throw off their
chains. Instead of that the proletarian revolt took place in Industrial
Russia and while blood ran in the
gutters of Moscow and St. Petersburg, the workers in London, Berlin, Paris and Vienna still drudged
away in their factories deaf to the

call of the triumphant Bolsheviki.
Seeking

Lenin declared that Russia’s high-

had to finish their plans later. The

est hope was, instead of the old
aggressions to live in “peace” and
“amity”
with Asiatic neighbors,
working with them and with war-

second attempt was not complete
either because of the Chinese-Jap-

torn

China

in particular, for the

attainment of “democracy.” This is
the start of the Chinese Communists.
Voitchinski appeared in Shanghai
and set up a school for the study of

Communism

in

1911.

Kautsky’s

Class Struggle and Marx’s Manifesto were translated into Chinese
and circulated widely. There was a
call for a congress of the peoples of
the East at Baku in September,
1920, where Grigor Zinoview, head
of the Third International set wild

tribesmen on fire with a summons
to battle. Membership had increased
to the point where a National Con-

gress announced the formation of a

an

explanation _ that

of the master,

Lenin’s adroit mind

Chinese Communist Party in 1921.

would not question the infallibility

evolved the theory of “colonial slavery.”

As

interpreted

by

anese war. On July 14, 1937, faced

with the certainty of an all-out war,
Chiang appealed directly to the
Communists to put an end to adverse propaganda and armed revolt.
Mao, speaking for his party, agreed

to the proposal for a united defense.
Three reasons were behind his willingness. First, the fortunes

ond, after asking for resistance to
Japan, refusal to aid the national
effort would brand him as a liar and
a traitor and make it impossible for
him ever to wear the mask of patriotism; third, there was Moscow’s
lively fear as to what might happen
to Russia in the event of Japanese

victory. One month after the pledge
of loyal

Duranty writing on Russia for the
Encylopedia Britannica this doctrine

co-operation,

Mao

issued

this secret directive to his followers:
“The Sino-Japanese war affords our
party an excellent opportunity for
expansion. Our policy should be seyenty
cent
and
...”

Walter

of the

party were at their lowest ebb; sec-

per cent expansion, twenty per
dealing with national troops,
ten per cent resisting Japan
(quoted by Congressman Wal-

ter H. Judd, June 19, 1948.)

argued “that the surplus profits from
the exploitations of colonies and
semi-colonial countries . . . had enabled the European capitals to maintain their “wage slaves” above the
starvation level which would make

in 1942. The “Stillwell Paper” coy-

tation would therefore be a long step

on from hate to an espousal of the

General

nationalist aspirations of colonial
and semi-colonial countries, the spirit of Marxist Communism and the
reborn desire of new Russia for expansion .. .”
as

The Third International created
the governing body for the

came

to China

ers the period between March, 1942,
and

October,

1944,

and

its

pages

confess an initial dislike of Chiang

revolution inevitable. To free such
countries from capitalistic exploi-

toward the proletarian world revolution. Lenin thus reconciled three
apparently contradictory forces, the

Stillwell

that soon turned into hate and went
Communists

The birth of the Chinese Soviet
Republic and its wide spread and
successful aggression forced Chiang
to face certain inescapable facts.

One was that there could be no

peace and no unification as long as
the Communists maintained strongholds

was

in the

the

South,

futility

of

and

the other

sporadic

cam-

and

their demands.

Yalta betrayals and Marshall Mission, cease firing and three-man
committee gave the Chinese Communists a life chance to move their
troops to Manchuria and take over
all equipment and everything from
Russia. Chiang could refuse every
agreement stated above but because
he needed aid from the United

fomentation of revolutionary move-

paigns

were

States he did not. Cninese troops

ments

pro-

vided the surplus profits for Eur-

never pushed to a conclusion. In the

summer

ope’s capitalists. At the start there
would be encouragement of nation-

decided on an all-out drive against

could stop the Communist move to
Manchuria, but they were limited
by the “cease firing” order. “Cease

in

alism

with

Marx,

but

movements

these

only

countries

sly mention

in the end

would

be

of

all of these

drawn

gether into a homogeneous

_to-

Com-

munist Party directed from Moscow.

Then the World Revolution!
Page 4

of

suppression

that

of 1933 therefore Chiang

the Reds that would not stop short
of a complete Nationalist victory or
an equally complete defeat. Battle
plans were worked out to the last
detail. They almost succeeded in
eliminating the Communist evil,
but something happened and they

firing”

was

ordered

and_

ordered

again and Chinese Communist power was increased and increased. Mar-

shall
back

failed in his mission, came
and stopped all the aid to

China. Russia took her opportunity

and started a maximum

aid to the

The Exponent

-

Chinese Communists.
his mainland.
DENIAL

Of

OF

Chiang

PRopERTY

China’s

four

RIGHTS

hundred

living by tilling the soil. For cen-

turies the great majority of this four-

fifths has alternated between war
subsistence and starvation. Many
causes contribute to this condition
the

Chinese

Communists,

fol-

lowing the Russian example have
put full blame on the “curse of
landlordism.” Confident that the li-

quidation
would

of these “bloodsuckers”

usher

in

Utopia

from

the

days of Barodin their one great siogan has been “redistribution of the
land.”

The method as conceived by the
Communist

Land

Conference

States have been untiringly vocal in
ion that there is no basic conflict

ment shall be tried and punished by
and

fifty million people some three hundred and sixty million earn their

but

Article 13. “In order to enforce
the land reform in a thorough manner, persons obstructing its enforce-

lost

and

approved by the Central Committee
is simple.
Article 1. “Land relationships under a feudal and semi-feudal system
of exploitation shall be abolished.”
Article 2, 3 and 4. “Deny the nght

the peoples’ tribunal.”
Tillman Durdin in describing
the “enormous scope and relentless
character” of the Communist land
program states that it has been carried out with the accompaniment of
cruelties and other excesses such as
‘settle

and

accounts’

in

(New
1947.)

some

trials,

cases

York

executions

of slaughter.”

Times,

February

4,

based on something that had happened years before and sometimes
decades before. The landlord was
hailed before the people’s court,

allegations

were

hurled

from

the

crowd, guilt was proved by acclama-

tion from those present, prompted
by a Communist

official, and

the

landlord was fined a large sum of
money or all or part of his land.
Fines are not the only method. Vic-

to landlords,

tims are often times killed by the
pole method or by a beating with
sticks or stones. Many have been

to the enforcement of the present
land reform shall be cancelled.”

burned alive, others
wells, some tied like

land

ownership

Articles 5 and 6 provide that all
land in a village shall be taken over
by the village rural association made
up of “the farmers’ mass meeting
and the committee selected by the
farmers together with the poor peasants’ association, constituted by the

peasants and those having insufficient land” and that the holdings so
seized be

“divided

equally

among

the village population regardless of

sex Or age.”
Article 8 authorizes the village
rural association to confiscate not

only the land but also “the cattle,
farming equipment, buildings, grain
stock and other property belonging

to the landlord . . . and the surplus
portions

of all such

property

longing to the rich farmers.”

be-

Article 11 commands “title deeds

and contractual obligations entered
into prior to the enforcement of the

present land law shall be null and
void.”
October, 1951

between

Communism

and

Chris-

tianity. All this in spite of the fact
that the Marxist slogan “religion is
the opiate of the masses” remains a
tenet of the Red faith. The Chinese
Communist Party perhaps more
than any other Moscow outpost has

been enthusiastic in following this
particular party line. Both Protestanism and Catholicism were regarded as bourgeous manifestations and
the various revolts that marked

Mao’s period of power were definite-

Landlords were accused of some
oppressive acts such as excessive
rents. ‘The charges were sometimes

temples, schools, etc. All debts contracted in rural communities prior

of

their efforts to convince world opin-

thrown into
sacks to the

backs of oxen and the animals chased about until the person is shaken
to death. The Communists apparently regard brutality as a means of

indoctrination and as a way of encouraging groups to assert themselves to overturn society. ‘Those
who show pity or sympathy for the
victims become suspects. (Compare
this with Stalin’s treatment of Ku-

ly anti-clerical. Missions in areas
have been attacked and missionaries
have been liquidated.

During 1946 and 1947 forty-nine
Catholic priests and Brothers were
murdered or tortured to death and
eight hundred priests and Brothers
and nuns were driven from their
missions and are now refugees in
Peking. In the two years one hundred and twenty-three Catholic
churches were converted into motion picture houses, one hundred
and sixty-six were looted and twenty-five were destroyed. With respect
to mission stations two hundred and
forty-five were looted and eighty-

eight destroyed while twelve Catholic schools were burned and one
thousand and seventy-one were closed. The latest news from China is
that the Party is greatly supporting
the independence of the Chinese
Catholic Church. It was started by

a priest under the pressure of authority.
OOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOG

laks. )
When the land has been duly redistributed, however, it does not fol-

low that the new owner gets permanent title. He holds one or two
acres when he is loyal to the party.

Please
Your

ATTENTION

The DAYTONIAN
needs your support

of “vol-

By all means read the notice on

untary donations” and he also has

the inside of the back cover. Then
go up to room 307 in St. Mary
Hall, order your Daytonian and

He

collects

a great

deal

to do military service. (World-Tele-

gram, September 9, 1947.)

COMMUNISM AND CHRISTIANITY
IN CHINA

Dr.

Hewlitt

Canterbury

Johnson,

Cathedral

dean

of

leave your check for five dollars . . .
That’s the spirit.

in England

and a few clergymen in the United

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOOOOE
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THE

DEBATERS

GO

WEST

The Spaniards called them “mesas”
and named them rather aptly, for
they look like huge tables placed
above the desert floor.

By Charles E. Brant
@ Readers of the Exponent

may

largest tunnel in the world. Suddenly, between two jagged walls of

no doubt view the appearance of
this article with a note of surprise

granite, the prairie from which we

because our colleagues’ “Adventures
in the East” (April Exponent) may

eastward

give this the appearance of the second installment of an_ historical
novel. Actually, such is not the case,

for this spring was the first time in
the University’s one hundred yearhistory that a varsity debate

team

carried the red and blue banner over
the plains, the mountains and the
deserts and planted it high above

the Pacific coast.
Certainly we benefitted greatly
from those experiences and now we
would like to share some of our

impressions

and adventures with

had come spread out far below and
for miles, across Colorado

and into Nebraska like the surface
of a giant billiard table. Another
tunnel and the Zephyr was rushing

through a snow-filled pass.
Behind us pine trees by the thousands poked their green, bushy tops

up into a sky bluer than I had ever
seen before. The altitude which

made the sky so blue was also
working on our nose and ears, producing that strange popping sensation that so many people experience
on their first plane ride.

the rest of the student body that
unfortunately had to remain back
in “Rain Valley” while we were
basking in that good old California

We arrived at Salt Lake City that
evening and proceeded westward
over the salt flats into Nevada and
the night. The next morning found
us in the California Sierras and soon
after in one of the truly great scenic
wonders

of the West,

The

Feather

River Canyon, over a hundred miles
through cliffs, mountains and forests. Ever so often we could see
ruins of little cabin villages left from

the Rush days of 1849, and even
today, prospectors whose hopes do
not easily die, can be seen panning
for gold at the banks of the churning, bouncing Feather River.

We received a first rate description of our trip from a professor of
geography at San Francisco State
college who travelled with us from
Chicago. When he found out that
we were college debaters enroute to
engage his own institution, he undertook to explain some of the un-

usual aspects of the country that we
otherwise would have missed. Thus,

sun.

the two days that we spent on the

We left Dayton on the morning

way to San Francisco seemed to slip

of March 22. When we arrived in
Chicago we boarded the sleek, stain-

by unnoticed, for we were reckoning the two thousand eight hundred-

less

mile journey by the vast pageantry

steel streamliner,

with

vista

domes, lounge cars and bar that was
to be our home for the next two
days. ‘Those of you who have never
travelled on a western train cannot
imagine the luxury and the comfort
of a trip on a train like the California Zephyr.
I shall never forget the first day
out of Chicago. Early in the morning we were on the great prairie approaching Denver. The sight of
huge, purple, snow-capped mountains rising right out of the plains
ahead of us, stretching as far as the

eye could see was breath-taking for
some

one

like us who

had

never

been west of the Missouri before.

of scenery outside of our window
rather than by the clock.

We began a gradual descent
the long and beautiful series of
yons out by the Colorado River
it was not long before we found

into
canand
our-

selves at the bottom of the world
with giant red and yellow cliffs rising vertically all about us. The only

view of the sky was straight above
us from the vista dome.

As San Francisco is situated on
seven large hills on a long peninsula
between the bay and the sea all
trains from the East stop at Oakland
and the entrance to the Golden
Gate City is an impressive one: by
side-wheeler across the bay, under
the collosal Bay Bridge, to the dock,
under a large electric banner bidding
us “Welcome to San Francisco!”
Unlike almost all debaters on
tour, we did not have to check in
at a hotel since we were to be the
guests of a favorite uncle while we
were in San Francisco. This was
twice as good since he is publicity
director of the San Francisco Opera
Company, and has spent more than
thirty years on the staff of the San

tunnel, working its twisting and tortuous way to the summit of the

Late that afternoon we arrived in
the “badlands” of Utah which is a
teal honest-to-goodness desert. Not
even a self-respecting vulture would
be caught hanging around in those
parts. The reason: no_ business;
nothing here but sand dunes, rocks

Rockies. One, the Moffat tunnel, is

and of course those beautiful, multi-

cial introductions which would add

over six miles long and the second

colored masses of cliffs cut ages ago.

immensely to our enjoyment.

Soon

we

were

ascending

the

slopes which were to take us nearly

two miles above sea level. Our train

plunged in and out of tunnel after

Page 6

Francisco Chronicle,

and of, course

we were assured of tickets, and spe-

The Exponent

After a gala welcoming party, we
set up headquarters in a three-room
suite with a beautful view of the
harbor and the Golden Gate Bridge
from the windows.
During our first evening in town
we were visited by representatives
from St. Mary’s College who recorded an interview for broadcast in
which we had a chance to compare
California with our home town and
give these westerners some information about U.D. because knowledge
of our Alma Mater had already preceded us via the NIT news.
Easter Sunday we went to Mass
at beautiful St. Mary’s church down
in Chinatown where the atmosphere
is still decidedly oriental. ‘The rest

of the day and the following Mon-

day were spent in driving around
and seeing the sights from the car
that my uncle had placed at our
disposal.
Our debating engagements began
the following day with the University of California, the world’s largest
University. When we arrived on the
campus we saw several gigantic posters T'opay—Varsiry DeBATE—U. C.
Versus UNIVERSITY OF DayTON.
Well, this was a real buildup. But
the epilogue was even better for we
were treated to a sumptuous meal at
the “Black Sheep”, a famous college
restaurant in those parts. Wednesday night found us at the beautiful
St. Mary’s College and the following day at Santa Clara University

WELCOME

By The Editor
@ Another school year is with us
and a new freshman class entered
the University in September with
high hopes of carrying on during
four years of college and of crowning
the work with a college degree. As
you freshmen look forward to the
goal of a college degree the time
seems long and the goal far away.
But you recall how fast the time in
high school passed and the experience of other years should tell you
that these years in college will speedily come to an end.
During your high school you
often thought of the future when
you would be in college and you
wondered what it would all be like.
By this time you have a certain acquaintance with your new life and
probably the strangeness of it has
disappeared, and perhaps you have
discovered that there are differences

university for steak
the trimmings. Friheld our debate in
style at the new

ultra modern library of the University of San Francisco.
However,

be

assured

that

these

debates did not consume all the
time, for there was that good
spaghetti dinner with a bottle of
chianti wine and the unique little
tavern, the “Vieni-Vieni” down in
the Italian quarter. Thursday afternoon we were in Chinatown again,

tramping in and out of one shop

after the other, and coming back
home laden with trinkets of every
description. We watched a rehearsal
of “La Traviata” at the Opera House
(Continued
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sense you will not let any of it go
to waste. ‘To prevent any waste you
must pitch in from the very start.
Don’t dilly dally and let two or three
months go by before you wake up to
the fact that you are in college and
that to learn and get good grades a
prime requisite is study. At the middle of the semester grades are issued
to the students on what is called a
progress report. We all want to be
happy, we want to be successful and
when the middle of the semester
rolls around you will be happy and
sucessful if with your average intelligence you have worked hard, that is
if you have cracked the books and
spent long hours in serious study
and have not wasted your time in
too many hours spent in the Student
Union or in bull sessions that consume so much valuable time and
accomplish so little. You will not
shed tears of regret in November

and in January if you have seriously
attacked this job of a college education.

On the U.D. campus you freshmen will look in vain for the regimentation that is found in high

school. You are very much on your
own. The professors will check on

your absence from class and if this

where we were the guests of the
president of the
dinners with all
day evening we
the round table

FRESHMEN

between college life and high school
life. In the first place you must have
noted the atmosphere of seriousness
and maturity found on a college
campus, a condition which is decidely lacking in high school. College men and women have grown up
and with these older men and women you will want to grow up and
act your age. Life is a serious affair
and the preparation for life must be
taken seriously. College education
is one of the very best preparations
for life. Now we Yankees are known
as very practical people who get the
most we can out of the things in
life. Right now you freshmen are
beginning a very momentous period
in your life, your four years of college and with your good practical

absence is excessive they will send
you to your dean. If you live in the
dormitory the counselor on your
floor expects you to be a gentleman,

that is to be reasonably quiet, to
study
(some students want to
study), and to return to the dormitory on time on the out nights. If
you eat in the dining halls gentlemanly conduct will prompt you to
observe all the rules of good manners and not to make yourself crudely conscpicious by a noisy display of
childishness and immaturity. No
one surely will object to these restrictions,

but

for

the

rest

of

the

day your time is your own and what

you do with it is your affair. A very
important idea in life is motivation.

Why did you come to college? The
(Continued

on Page

14)
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WHY,

OH

WHY?

clambered off his horse and stretched himself. He looked around him.
Since he was more than _threefourths the distance, he decided
there would be no use in rushing;
besides, his horse was panting hard.

By Lucien Allard
@ The 1914 to 1918 war was rising
to its climax. ‘The next month would
decide. The American troops had
plunged in and were making great
headway. The cooperation of the
Allied forces was marvelous. The

only thing lacking was the facility of
communications.

However,

this

is

how General Digeon settled it.
On a rainy evening, close to midnight a short, stocky soldier stamped
his way into General Digeon’s hut.
The General was waiting at his desk,
fatigued and more than a little worried. The soldier saluted:
“You

sent for me,

Sir?”

“Yes.

Take a seat, Leo.” The real

name was Lionel Hutlet. The General seldom used nicknames, but on
this occasion he found it necessary
to do so. Leo slumped into a chair,
wondering what the old cuss had
up his sleeve.

“This is purely volunteer work,
Leo. I figured you'd be willing
though. You know French and are
acquainted with French customs
more than anyone else. The idea I
have in mind is to have you carry
this case containing our maneuvers
to the General of the Seventh Army
by tomorrow night. A horse has
been fed and saddled. You are to
leave immediately. Skirt the outside
of towns, and talk as little as possible. If any Germans stop you,
speak French and act like a peasant,
the way you like to do in front of

others at night. After delivering the
message personally you can take it
easy. Your orders after that will be

from him. Under no conditions are

you to let those papers out of your
sight. You are ready?”
“Tll be glad to do my best, Sir!
However, I have one question. May
I take Rover along?”
“Ha, ha.

O.K., but don’t let him

hold you back or delay you.”

Leo left by the rear, the papers
tucked in a knapsack. He unloosenPage 8

ed the horse and jumped on. At his
whistle, Rover came dashing out of
his box, wagging his tail. “Good boy.

We're

going

on

a trip.

Comin’

along?”
The dog shook his body and bark-

ed. * Sho

(aes

go

The next instant they were out
of sight around the huts, and dis-

appeared into the night.

Leo felt proud of himself.

This

would mean a promotion and better
pay. He could use both. He would
be able to tell the folks back in New
Orleans the stories; all about his
adventures

in France,

how

he had

often escaped Germans by talking
like a French peasant, etc.

The trail to the other camp had
been pointed out to him, and he
was already familiar with the terri-_

tory, having often travelled around
there on leave. He knew the folks

well, and got along with them as if
they were his relatives. He wouldn’t

dare stop, for fear of being delayed.
There was little Mignonne and her

He jumped on his horse after
stretching his legs a bit more, and

searched for a comfortable spot to lie

down.

“Thank

the

Deschambeaux,

the

LeBreuils

and so many others. All a happy lot
despite their worries and hardships.
They accepted everything with resignation, living for the day.
These thoughts raced through his
mind as he saw the outlines of different places in the dim morning light.

The sun would come up soon. He
trotted on, leading the horse around
bushes, holes and

dead

tree-trunks,

hugging the woods along the road.

Rover would dart ahead in chase
after a rabbit and would come panting along after loosing it in the
brush.

‘Towards

10:00

a.m.

Leo

the

sun _ has

thought.

He crossed the road and

penetrated a small clump of bushes
and brought his horse to a stop at
the rear of it.

then

went

to

He tied it to a tree,

the

center

bushes to lie down.

of

There he opened his pack.

the

The

General had prepared it for him, to
keep the whole thing as much a
secret as possible. On the very top
he noticed a letter:
Dear Leo,

You will find a civilian suit that
should fit you. Change it for your
uniform.

Also, at the bottom

of

the pack you will run across a
revolver and holster, which you
may wear underneath your coat.
And, of course, do enjoy the lunch
I’ve prepared. Be sure to reach

your destination by 10:00 o'clock
tonight!
Your General,

little brother, Jean, over in that
house on the left. Their father was
at the front and two of their bro
thers were in concentration camps.
Often he had helped the mother
milk the cows. He had been rather
awkward at first, but soon got quite
good. Then there were the Goulets,

God

come out to dry up the ground,” he

Digeon
P.S.

Use

the bottle

of gasoline

and the matches to burn up the
papers in case you
trouble. Good-luck!

run

“The old cuss is a pretty
chap after all,” he chuckled.

into
good

In a minute he had changed
clothes and famishly devoured the
lunch. He then placed the pack
under a tree, laid his head on it and

unconsciously dozed off.
Something was tugging at his
arm. He opened his eyes to see
Rover pulling hard in an effort to
wake him. Just then he heard some
voices approaching on the road.
There was a clatter of boots and
horses hoofs. He sprang to his feet
with his gun in hand. It was a
troop of German soldiers leading a
Frenchman.
The Exponent
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“Boy. What I’d give for a good
old Machine-Gun right now,” he
whispered to himself. The troop
passed, prodding the Frenchman on
by hitting him with a stick.
It suddenly dawned on him that
the sun was going down. He pulled
out his watch. He looked at it and

stared at it. It was 5:30 in the after-

noon; he had slept for ten
He rushed to the -back
brushes and jumped on his
He whistled but the dog
follow.

hours.
of the
horse.
didn’t

“Oh, well . . . probably chasing
rabbits again . . .” he mused.
He started off to a gallop. At
once the dog shot out of the bushes

and cut across the path of the horse.
It kept running back and forth in
front,

even

impeding

the

horse’s

YEARS

By Frank Wallace
@ Young people come to college

to get an education which will prepare them to take their place in life
and assist them in making a living.
Thus, much of the day is taken up

with the regular routine of classes
and laboratory work, reports and assignments. Not too much time is
left for the kind of reading that will
develop a broad education. A prominent educator remarked that a college graduate will lose his education
in ten years if he does not continue
to read.
Reading brings us to the subject

progress.

of books other than technical books

“Beat it Rover . . . out of the way,
do you hear? Scram, I’m late as

made by creative artists, books that
are the interpretation of life by the
world’s great thinkers and artists.
Acquaintance with these master-

it is!” The dog kept barking and
jumping in front of the horse.

“He’s gone mad —I can’t afford
to keep stalling. — Beat it, Rover!”
Then Leo did what he never
thought he’d do. He reached into
his holster, levelled the gun and

fired. The dog jerked back and fell
down. It slowly got up, painfully
dragged itself around the horse, go-

ing back in the direction they had
come. Leo felt sorry for the poor
dog. “I guess I shouldn’t have done
it,” he muttered.

He

didn’t know

what to do. He loved his dog very
much. He had probably acted too
hastily. Determinedly, however, he

or

text

books,

to

books

that

are

pieces helps us to develop our inner
world, our inner life. It gives us
much noble inspiration and a certain mastery that is the envy of the
unitiated.
A university is a group of buildings constructed around a library
where we house books. Are you not
deeply impressed every time you

enter the library by the reverential
silence which greets you. Men and
women are pouring over books trying to extract from them some of

turned his horse around and follow-

to pilfer a term paper and then consigned again to the shelves to gather
more dust.

If the reading of worthwhile
books is a very vital element in the
graduate’s further mental development it behooves the college under-

graduate to develop habits of reading that will facilitate his future
reading habits. Unfortnately there
are forces that work against the
training of college students in the
ways of reading. We all know what
roles the movies and the radio and
the television and the automobile
play in the lives of young and old.
Reading is often an enjoyment for
leisure hours, but with the many
distractions of our modern life
where is there any time left for
leisure.
With all these cross currents in
life many people still do read, but
what is the nature of that reading?

Very few read for values, read analytically, read to examine the facts,
to compare opinions. With many
there is the blind worship of print;
they

believe what

is in the book

mind training. What ability do
trashy magazine articles and cheap

fiction have to form mental sinews

that can grapple with the perplexing
problems of our present day world?
To such readers the printed word is
a drug to keep them from boredom

knew I shouldn’t have done it!”

There, lying in a pool of blood
Rover, wrapped around the

October, 1951

or are exhumed for a short period

they do consume in their reading
has practically no value towards

As he penetrated the brushes, he
came to an abrupt halt.
“Why, oh why?” he moaned. “I

horse again and headed on. At five
(Continued on Page 21)

future generfor so many
the library is
gather dust,

from being bored, or because they
have nothing else to do, and what

ping. I'll probably still make it by
10:00.”

knapsack. The dog looked up sadly
and fell back.
Leo picked his pack, mounted his

shrine them for the
ations. Unfortunately
college students today
a morgue where books

because it is in print. The majority
read for mere diversion, to keep

ed the dog. “ Pll follow him for a
while, then keep on without stop-

lay

AFTER

and a palliative against the weary
hours of a humdrum

that life blood that the great men
of all ages have embalmed in them.
Yes, the library is a place where we

pay honor to books, where we en-

There is much

life.

of the routine in

our daily existence. Our lives are
restricted, we get in a rut, we
(Continued on Page 20)
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BLOOD

AND

BRAINS

“T think we should go left,” said
Malloy.
“If we go right, we have the gun

By Jack Rice

@ The 90 mm. gun boomed in
the narrow street. A brick wall
erupted above the squad of soldiers,
sending them diving for cover. Gregory Tweed nursed a bruised elbow,

brushed

a litter of brick particles

and litter off, and looked around.

The 90 boomed again. The turret
of a tank lifted, and then settled at

a crazy angle. Flames shot upward.
The

tank crew bailed out. A light

machine

opened

gun

up.

A

protecting

the

tank

stopped

man

90

running, took two staggering steps
forward and collapsed, his intestines
spilling out into his hands.
Gregory watched him fall. The
burning tank was blocking the
street. The 90 was methodically demolishing the tank, trying to destroy

any cover the foot soldiers might
find behind it.
“Somebody’s gotta get that gun!”
The sergeant’s voice boomed somewhere to Gregory’s left. “I want
three volunteers.” Gregory never
knew whether it was impulse or
foolishness, but he found himself
pushing toward the sergeant.

“but it isn’t the hardest.” The gun
was hidden by a bend in the street.
A light mortar crew was trying,
without much success, to bounce

shells around the corner. “All you
men have to do is get that gun out

of action. Then we can get some
tanks up here and wash out the infantry. But first you got to get that
gun.”

“But how?” Malloy asked.
“Simple. Just get around where
the MG can’t get you, and clobber
the gun crew.”

“Sounds good. How do we do it?”
asked Gregory.
“Pull

back,

stupid,

and

flank

them.”

“Let’s

Johnson.

go,”

said

the

impatient

Gregory, Malloy and Johnson
crawled out of the sector of fire.

Gregory made sure it was safe, and

then stood up. The leg of his trous-

ers was torn. When

he had dived

for cover, he had scraped his knee.

“It isn’t the

easiest job

in the

world,” the sergeant’s voice rasped,
Page 10

An enemy soldier ran out the
back door, dragging a sheet filled

with loot and cradling a submachine
gun in one arm. He saw Gregory.
The submachine gun rattled. A

line of bullet holes marched toward

Gregory dove to one side, rolled
over, and fired. The soldier sagged,
his hand tightening on the trigger
in automatic reflex. ‘The submachine
gun chattered and was still as the
soldier straightened, collapsed, and
fell to the ground. His helmet fell
off. He wasn’t completely dead. He
dragged himself toward his sub-

There

was a squashy

thud as the enemy

soldier’s skull

split like a ripe pumpkin. Gray
brains and bright red blood splatter-

ed

Gregory remembered the time the

for this mission.

Gregory didn’t like the looks of it.
It was just too neat.

of his M-I.

action.

Now he wondered, while the 90
boomed up ahead, if he had done
such a clever thing in volunteering

supporting a full week’s washing.

There was a clatter somewhere to
Gregory’s rear. Malloy was running
heavily up. Malloy swung the stock

browbeating — without taking some

march, had soon fallen asleep.

urally leading, his rifle at the ready.
They worked their way along the
backs of buildings, through back
yards. Fences had been kicked
down, small gardens were trampled.
In one the clothesline was still up,

machine gun. Gregory watched in

take anything
— whether its was an
artillery pasting or merely a verbal

head in his arms and cried. Gregory
had watched them a short time, but
exhausted by the previous night’s

They finally decided to go to the
right. They started off, Gregory nat-

horrible fascination.

beside him. Johnson, high-strung,
was crawling over. Johnson couldn’t

tension. Malloy had lain with his

cause the street goes to the right.”

Gregory.

Malloy, who had lied about his
age in order to enlist, was already

three of them had been pinned in
one foxhole during an artillery duel.
Johnson had nearly gone crazy from

to our left. That way we automatically get some cover,” Johnson said,
twisting the bandage tight, “And
anyway, it’s quicker that way, be-

Malloy

and

Gregory.

stood over the enemy
Malloy stood up. He was thin to
begin with, and three days on combat rations hadn’t helped him any.
Malloy adjusted his rifle sling. He

still had a small boy’s affection for
guns. He kept his M-I shining
clean, even in the dust and mud.

Johnson stood up. He winced. He
had picked up a flesh wound during

the shelling. He had been too excited to even notice the wound until
now. He sat down again, and started
to bandage the wound.

Malloy

soldier;

his

rifle, his uniform, his hand and his

face covered with blood and brains.
Gregory was understandably sick.
Malloy stood over the mess in a
dazed manner; and then he collapsed. Gregory examined him. Malloy’s

left leg had been practically torn off
by the final submachine gun burst.
Gregory wondered how Malloy had
summoned the strength to run those

final few, long yards.
Johnson ran forward, shedding his

pack as he ran. He tore off his shirt,

The Exponent
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ripping it impatiently into narrow

strips. Gregory stood up slowly, still

OF

THE

DEPTHS

dazed by the fast action.

“Tt isn’t much use, Johnson. He’s
pretty far gone.” Then to Malloy,
“Ts there anything you want to say
before
— before Johnson goes to get
a medic?”
“Tell Mom I... Tell Mom I
...” A great light came into his

res, he half rose in Gregory’s arms,

and then .. . And then he fell back
and

was

still, with

the stillness of

death.
Gregory looked down at Malloy’s
shattered leg, where Johnson was
still working feverishly, even leaning
his weight on the tourniquet, trying
to stop the flow of blood.

“It’s okay, Johnson; the kid won't
need that now.”
They stood a moment in silence,
the boom of battle lost from their
minds.
“Come

shove

on,” said Johnson,

off.”

He

snapped

out

“let’s

the

words because he was moved to
tears. Action was a valve for the
emotions.

“You're
right,” said Gregory,
“We've got to get that gun.”

" By Frank Martin

@ Man needs material food to
keep his body alive and he needs

verdict of many able critics that the

spiritual food to keep his soul spiritually alive. Prayer is one of the
main forms of this spiritual food,
prayer of worship, of praise, of petition for mercy and help. Man can
express his ideas and emotions in

field of lyric poetry by any other
people not even by the Greeks or
in modern times by the English
whose special gift to the world of

his own words, but he can also look

ly and peacefully to learn how to

about for forms of prayers made by
those who are more expert in the
art of prayer making. If he wants

soar boldly with David or to react
profoundly to strains that are heartfelt and soul-searching. The _particular gift of poetry is to stir us to

the perfect prayer he will turn to
the Scriptures where he will find
prayers written under the inspiration
of the Holy Spirit.
Of all the books of the Bible The

Book of Psalms is particularly devoted to prayer. Down through the
centuries both Jews and Christians
have used the psalms as the principal element in their worship of
God. The psalms are the framework of the Liturgy in the Church,
the Psalter is the prayer-book of the
Liturgy.

the scream

of outgoing

Another building had once been
next to the first, but now there was
nothing but charred beams sticking

up at an angle, a cellar full of bricks

and rubble, and a burnt, half-standing door frame. The door opening
revealed the breech end of the 90,
being

served

by a dirty,

sweating

crew.
Gregory watched the crew for as
long as it took them to fire three
(Continued
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soul to run the whole gamut of
emotions in the psalms with those
emotions directed towards the Deity.
In ages past readers devout and
otherwise have reacted to the lyrical
beauty of the psalms.
The psalms express God’s inspirations and man’s aspirations towards
God; they express man’s longing for

God and God’s benevolent answer
to that longing. The psalms are very

nature does not change and the joys

shells.
They were crawling now, for
Gregory had spotted the building
which hid the gun from them. Gregory crawled beyond the building.
They could hear the shouted commands of the officer in charge of
the gun crew.

the very deeps of our soul and what
a treat it is for the devout Christian

and the anxieties of the ancient
authors of the psalms are found in
the restless hearts of us of the

hear the loud boom of the gun, folby

the creative arts is their poetry. We

have only to read the psalms quiet-

old but like all gerat literature they
are timeless. Fundamentally human

As they walked, the noise of the
gun grew louder. Soon they could
lowed

Jews have not been surpassed in the

The word “Psalm” is derived from
a Greek word meaning “chant” and
the singing of the hymns was ac-

companied by a string instrument.

There

are one

hundred

and

fifty

psalms in the Psalter of which the

royal prophet David is the author
of more than half. They were not
all written at the same time but in
periods far apart and by different
authors. Abbot Cabrol says in his
book Liturgical Prayer: “The date
of their composition ranges from
the time of David until after the
Babylonian captivity, or even,
some assert, down to the time

as
of

the Macchabees.”
The psalms are a part of the lyric
poetry of the Hebrews and it is the

twentieth century. The psalms are
just as appealing and consoling and
stirring to us as they were to people
before and after the coming of
Christ.
When rising we can cry out with

the psalmist, “In the morming thou

hearest my voice; in the morming I

offer to you my prayers.” (Ps. 5.3.)

And in the evening when we retire
the psalmist puts these words in our
mouth, “As soon as I lie down, I
fall asleep, for thou alone, O Lord,

dost make me dwell in security.”
(Ps. 4.) If we are homesick for
heaven we read, “My soul thirsts for
God, for the living God: when shall
. | come

and see the face of God?”

(Ps. 41.) In moments of jubilation
what more appealing than “Sing to
the Lord a new song, sing to the
Lord, all the earth. Sing to the
Page 11
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Lord, bless his name, proclaim his
salvation day after day.” (Ps. 95.)
At night with the coming darkness
remorse for evil deeds is more lively

and with David we can cry out for
forgiveness, “I am worn out with
my sighing, night after night I mois-

AT

By Frederick H. Lewis

ly prayers of thanksgiving read
Psalms 64 and 147, in which the
psalmist calls upon the people to
“praise the Lord” and then he

@ Awakened by the absolute silence and lack of vibration in my
bed, I was just getting my eyes
accustomed to the glare of the
morning sun when there came to
the bedroom door such a pounding
as to shake it loose from the hinges.
I remembered that I was on a troop
train somewhere in these United
States. Full realization of the situation did not strike me until I opened the door to confront the train
brakeman who asked, “Are you
ready to go?” The entire situation
now crowded in upon me. I had
been badgering this poor man for
the last thirty-six hours to arrange
a ride in the engine cab for me.
Here it was! The time was six-fif-

enumerates the many gifts received

teen

ten my bed with weeping, with
tears I drench my couch. My eye is
dim because of grief, has grown old
because of my enemies . . . Return,
© Lord, and save my life, rescue me

for thy mercy’s sake.” (Ps. 6.)

Ex-

cerpts from psalm 26 express so
beautifully the confidence we should
have in God, “The Lord is my light
and my salvation, whom shall I
fear? . . . Though an army should
eucamp against me, my heart shall
not fear... Though my father and
my mother abandon me, yet will

the Lord receive me.” For two love-

a.m.

from above.

If you are interested in reading

ness of the book

and the print is

very readable. For those who want

to say the psalms of the Divine office in English this little, inexpensive book is a delightful find.
The second book is published by
the St. Anthony Guild Press, Paterson, N. J. The Book of Psalms is
sponsored by the Episcopal Committee of the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine and it is translated by the members of the Catholic Biblical Association of America.
This Association translated the New
Testament some years ago and it
was published by the St. Anthony
(Continued
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on the wildest road
made! I made it!

bed

race

ever

The engineer and fireman were
standing on the ground when I got

there and were shouting words of
encouragement as I plowed my way
through the last few yards of loose
gravel. I was boosted up the ladder

and placed directly behind the fireman.
Another man

suddenly appeared

from somewhere behind me and he
turned out to be the railroad security
man for the trip. He introduced
himself and then the fireman and
engineer in turn. These men turned
immediately to their work and we
started to roll. I watched locomotives all my life but never dreamed
could be anything like I was now
knowing. As we picked up speed,
I could feel each surge of the pistons
and noticed the timing of the surges

Rev. Joseph Frey, 5300 Ft. Hamil-

the particular needs of your soul.
Illustrations add to the attractive-

Could I get back on if I didn’t
make it? These thoughts spurred

that the experience of riding the cab

the psalms here are two very good
books. My Daily Psalm Book, by
ton Parkway, Brooklyn 19, N. Y. It
is the size of Father Stedeman’s
Sunday Missal and it contains the
psalms arranged after the manner of
the Roman Breviary. A numerical
index will help you find any special
psalm and a psalm guide will assist
you in finding a suitable prayer for

EIGHTY

and the bark of the smokestack. ‘The
engine became a thing alive and violent, yet I could feel the dead weight
of the coaches strung out behind us.

It must have been the stupid expression on my face that prompted
him to say, “Come on, climb into
some coveralls and let’s get up front.
They are waiting for you up there
at the engine.” My transition from
a sleep-dulled hulk into a mass of
action might have been something
to see. I jammed myself into the
coveralls, stuck my cap and sundry
items into the first pocket I felt, dismissed my socks and pulled on some
shoes. Jumping for the door, I asked

him

where

we

were.

He

said,

“Just into New Mexico north of
E] Paso.” He then opened the top
of the vestibule door and told me
to step up as I jumped over the lower section and dropped to the roadbed below. I looked ahead to the
engine. It was exactly fourteen cars
away. Could I get there in time?

At forty miles per hour, the cinders and smoke started to drift into
the cab. The fireman saw that I
was blinking and handed me a set
of goggles. They were most welcome. He then tripped a lever and
the fire-doors slid open. It was like
taking a quick look into Dante’s
Inferno. The engine fire-box, lightly
sprinkled with coal and under a
blasting draft, is the epitome of allsearing, scorching and consuming
heat. How anything can get that
hot and still maintain its form is
beyond my comprehension.
The

doors

were

then

closed

and

the

stoker started. This mechanism is
nothing more than a large worm
screw that moves the coal from the
bottom of the coal tender forward
to the fire-box where the coal is
deposited onto a small platform. As
(Continued

on Page

22)
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HOOD’S

TENNESSEE

CAMPAIGN

By T. M. Myers
@ One of the greatest chapters in
the military history of North America has been all but forgotten.
While of less importance, perhaps,
than several of the better known

the night of the twenty-eighth with

the laying of pontoon bridges across
the Duck, several miles upstream
from the Federal main body. Although Schofield divined Hood’s intent and withdrew from Columbia
events of the Civil War, the camat dawn, the latter successfully led
paign which ended with the bloody
engagement at Franklin, ‘Tennessee, - his men in a move around the Federal left flank. Dusk of the twentyon November 30, 1864, contributed
ninth found the Confederates in
no small part to the ruin of the
position at Spring Hill, commandConfederacy.
ing the turnpike up which SchoThe watching world was treated
field’s retreating column had to pass
to a rare spectacle during those stirtoward Nashville.

ring autumn days of sixty-four. ‘Two

great armies, locked for months in
bitter combat, abruptly abandoned
the contest and, ignoring each other,
marched off in opposite directions.
Both aimed at final conquest; both
hoped to speed a victorious end to
a long and terrible struggle. Sherman, sending north all but the elite
among his seasoned veterans, fired
and ruined his Atlanta base, severed
all communications to the rear and
marched for the coast. His rebel
counterpart, “the gallant Hood”, led
the tattered remnants of the ever
-magnificent Army of ‘Tennessee
from Atlanta’s environs north and
west across Alabama. His new strategy —Tennessee Ho!
Hood’s
far-reaching plans envisioned advance through ‘Tennessee
and Kentucky, with a possible invasion of Ohio. Chief among the ob-

stacles in his path were the Federal

No-

vember twenty-eighth, these forces

in

defeating

them

in

detail.
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defense, the men were seasoned vet-

erans and the day was fading. Quick
and savage fighting would be required to defeat them.

strongly urged

upon

by subordinates
—all in vain.

mand,
At

The debacle that followed was to

cause the bitterest of debate and

recrimination throughout the lives
of Hood and his lieutenants. For
reasons never clearly explained, the
Confederate army slept the night
men,

their hearts

in

their

throats,

marched swiftly from the trap a few
hundred yards away. Seldom indeed

has an army surrounded and facing
or destruction

escaped

as

Daylight on the thirtieth brought

before, Hood

and

as

Franklin

fenses, Hood gave his favorite com-

Hood’s best chance for victory lay
in interposing his force between

This he began most brilliantly on

north,

Without waiting for his artillery to
come up and soften the bristling de-

the knowledge that Hood’s great
maneuver was for naught and his
quarry gone. Instead of the peaceful

at Nashville,

the

reached

day strengthening and improving
them while awaiting Hood. Their
position was admirably suited for

fight, it was

faced each other across the Duck
River at Columbia, some forty-three
miles below Nashville.

Schofield and Thomas

to

they filed right and left off the road
into intrenchments and spent the

him

capture
lightly.

By

men

dally or compromise. He wanted to
hurt his opponent. Not only did
another flanking movement give
good promise of turning the Federals from their trenches without a

with 23,000 men to repel or delay
Nashville.

miles

Reaching the field and surveying

away in its camps while Schofield’s

on

Twelve

Schofield’s

the odds, Hood was in no humor to

fortifications and massed power
around. Nashville, commanded by
General Thomas. At the approach
of Hood’s army of some 30,000 from
the south, Thomas sent Schofield
its advance

hurled and even the drawing of
sabres, the army was again set in
pursuit northward, hoping now only
to overtake and punish Schofield
before his union with Thomas.

surrender he had predicted the night
now

faced

only

the

grim likelihood of a desperate and

uncertain battle. With staff tempers
flaring, charge and counter-charge

“Forward”!
four

o'clock,

as

soon

as

the

lines had been formed and adjusted,
the battle was opened; twenty thousand men in the open attacked
twenty-two thousand in the entrenchments. In the whole history
of the war there was no other spec-

tacle to equal this —eighteen brig-

ades of infantry, with their cavalry
support, marching in a straight line
across an open field, in full view of
their general and of the entrenched

enemy.
The action was short but desperate, being confined to the last two

hours

of the day.

Repulsed,

the

Confereates charged again and again,
Federal officers reporting as many as
thirteen distinct shocks at various
places along the line. The slaughter
was ghastly. In places the dead were
piled seven deep until there was no
room to fall and others remained
upright. Hood’s casualties numbered
Page 13

about 7,500 and 2,300 for Schofield,
and the confidence of his men
lost.

was

Schofield claimed victory whereas
Hood could not. Actually it was a
drawn battle, heartbreaking, bloody
and unnecessary. Schofield had issued orders for a retreat at six
o'clock had no attack been launched
by then, and during the night the
bluecoats did abandon the position
and went on into Nashville.
Certain historians may include
Hood’s subsequent advance to Nashville and his final crushing defeat
there by Thomas in this campaign.
However, the Army of ‘Tennessee
never recovered from the slaughter
at Franklin, and never again did the
Confederate Government wield an
effective force in the decisive western theatre of war.

ber that Yankee practicality which
should make you get the most out

education and then you waste your
time. This is matter for serious con-

of what you do.

sideration. Do not be silly; act your
age. Did you ever stop to think
what would happen if your father
and mother did not perform their
duty. Suppose dad would not bring
the pay check home and you could
not get food or clothes and suppose
that mother would not have the
food and the clean shirts ready when
you need them. Would this neglect
of duty come home to you in a
forceful way? Let us reverse the
situation and see what will be the
consternation at home when mother
and dad get your first report and
they find that your grades are decidedly below what they should be because you have no sense of duty;
you wasted your time and _ their

Method is one of the important
ingredients in success, and if you
want to have success in your college

work you must have a plan. Another
name for this plan is the budgeting

of your time. A number of hours
must be set aside daily for school
work, that is for study. You will hear
older students boasting that they

wait till the exams to crack a book.
Such slip-shod, sloppy
augur for success and
in the books of the
when he comes around

recommendation

ways do not
they are not
faculty man
to writing a

for you. Make it

easy for the professor to write for
you a good recommendation by developing habits of study. It is often
stated that a student with average
intelligence and hard work can succeed in college and the professional

schools. But remember that the hard

OUT

OF

(Continued
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Guild Press. The purpose of the
Association is eventually to publish

a complete translation of the Old
Testament. This Book of Psalms arranges them in the numerical order.

The psalms are not always easy to
read but the explanations given with
each psalm in this Confraternity edition makes the reading an easy, delightful, and prayerful experience.

The explanation breaks the psalms

down into division and gives the
meaning of each division. Along

with this over-all explanation there
are interpretations of individual passages. The printing and the arrange-

ment are most appealing. Ask
Father Leimkuhler of the religion
department to show you copies of
these books.

WELCOME
(Continued

answer
aid you
will do
on your
and get

from

FRESHMEN
Page
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to that question will greatly
in determining what you
with yourself while you are
own. Again, do not be silly
a late start. Get organized.

The years of your college time are

too precious to be wasted. RememPage 14

work

means

constant

To acquire a well-rounded educa-

tion students should take part in
extra-curricular activities. For the in-

application,

formation of you freshmen here is

a grind after

a list of the various fields in which
you may participate via a club. The

not a hit and miss method of attack.

Daily study becomes

money.

a while, but you will be grateful for

four divisions of engineering, elec-

this training when

trical, mechanical, civil, and chemical; science or pre-medical courses;

the responsibil-

ities of a home and a family make it
imperative that you stick to the daily

mathematics,

economics,

account-

grind that goes on year after year.

ing, sales retail, geology, education, ©

A very strong argument that
should be used by freshmen and all
college students in favor of serious

sociology,

work is a sense of duty. The duty of

college people is to study. Judging

from the kind of application to
books in our modern college life

there are many students who have a

very vague sense of duty.

Duty is

that which one is bound to do be-

cause of a natural, legal or moral
obligation.
Thus the dictionary.
You have a personal sense of duty
to fit yourself in the best manner
possible for your position in life
and then you have a sense of duty

home

economics,

inter-

national relations, nursing education; the Spirit Committee and the
Flyers’ Hangar for recreation and
diversion;

The

Red

Cross

unit

for

laboratory work in sociology; the
Exponent and the University of
Dayton News as an outlet for writing ability; and the debating society
for the future orators. If you are in-

terested in joining any of these campus organizations consult your professor in that particular field. ‘The

professors in the physical education
courses will advise you regarding any
interests you might have in athletics.

to those that will some day be de-

A complete education develops all

pendent upon you that you prepare
yourself properly to care for them.
What about your parents? Are they
paying for your education? How did
your dad get the money that he left
at the treasurer’s office the second

the phases of human activity, physi-

week
not
duty
dad
the

of September?

Money

does

grow on trees. Is your sense of
so dull that you will allow your
to pay hard-earned money to
University treasurer for your

cal, intellectual, emotional and mor-

al. The moral side of education is
cared for in the courses in religion
and philosophy. In the University

chapel

there is One

Who

Source of all Wisdom.
casionally and tell Him
problems in acquiring a
cation. He is your best

is the

Drop in ocabout your
college eduFriend and

Helper.
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Lonesome

Road

Old lonesome road
I’ll be a friend to you,
Forlorn, forsaken,
Shoulders hid from view.
Soft footsteps
I will place
Between the lines
Upon your timeworn face.
Old crumbling friend,
I’ll ease your lonesome heart,
Devoid, decrepit,
Shorn of ox and cart.
Please harken,
Feet still flee
Along your lay
From den and hollow tree.
Old rut and ridge,
T’ll share your sorrow now —
Hid from the highway,
Weed on weathered brow—
Fond memories
We will share
Before the dusk
Brings darkness hard to bear.
Old friend of mine,
We share a loathsome load.
My cane is yours:
We age, old lonesome road.
—Raymond

Notte

W. Tobias.

Final Form

The seattered letters of the broken words,
The sentence wandering from phrase to phrase,
The notes of music scorning fifths and thirds
Are beating against bars of patterned ways.
But these will form their rhythm and will yield
As must the color-plash, the line that runs
Beyond the palette to the canvas field
But still can capture only painted suns.
New patterns too are limited, and man
Still formed by his own nature, though not whole
Until he consciously will see the plan
Which binds his freedom while it frees his soul.
A holy rhythm beats through life and art:
God is the final form within the heart.
—Lola

S. Murray.

Shout from a Hilltop
Stay back!
I don’t want to go on.
It is sunny over the fence in that pasture.
The grass is covered with warm dew.
I’ll stay and walk here.
The earth is black and sandy,
The fence is rough and it may tear my gown,
But the grass is covered with warm dew.
I will walk barefoot and dream in the foggy sunlight.
Maybe I’ll forget to come home,
But stay back!
I’ll be happy left here.
—Peg
®

e

e

Letter

from

Home

Over the page bends the student,
And the lamp is guttering low;
Upon the walls flick the shadows
And the words come slow... so slow.
“Makes a year ago that I left her...
One year, and it seems like three...
With the light of life in her sparkling eyes
And a love that was just for me.

Di Splendore

Full soft the curfew bells do ring,
The choir their hymns to evening sing
As darkness comes to hold her sway
And light’s faint rays fall swift away.

“The
Have
Each
Like

Oh
Oh
All
At

And I got this letter today:
All our sympathy with you, son,
Your Susan has passed away.

night of splendor, night of love,
glory shining from above,
nature bows in solemn praise
Heaven’s soft, resplendent rays.

How still it seems —no sound is heard
Save when the leaves are faintly stirred
By some lone breeze that wends its way
To

waft

away

the

heat

Full long I watch the
The moon, each star’s
Then slowly trace my
To wait the first faint
—John

October, 1951

of

Kunka.

day.

lovely scene
coruscant beam;
lonely way
rays of day.

But

months that
been like a
voice that I
the tone of
one

“Tt’s
The
“T’d
But

year

have passed since I went
living hell;
hear seems empty and void
a funeral knell.

...an

getting later
wick is down
better retire.”
for sobbing in

age that was

torture...

and later... ”?
to a spark.
And silence reigned
the dark.
—Walter

Conway.

clited ly peg kunka

E. Koehler.
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Editorial

Comment

WELCOME
@ ‘The beginning of a new school year is upon us,

and everyone is busily engaging himself in meeting his
fellow students and renewing old acquaintances.
The college “caf” is filled with an air of excitement;

club

activities are being

planned,

and

everyone

is anxiously anticipating his role in college life. For the
freshmen, it is a new experience, perhaps quite a bit
distracting, and not lending in any fashion to the concentration on the academic subjects which our professors are endeavoring, beyond hope, to impress on our
“versatile” mentalities.
There are many activities on the campus which one
can join, and each is sure to have its benefits and
returns. These clubs are established for a purpose, and
that is to further one’s academic or social education.
Every student should be a member of at least two of
these organizations, for that can be counted in as school
spirit, and who knows, in time one might become
acquainted with that handsome lad or pretty lass whom
he or she has noticed recently.
Let us not get the idea that school is all a frolic —
far from it. The difficult task is to strike that happy
medium which constitutes a well-rounded college life.

It should be kept in mind that our first duty is academic.
We are attending college to obtain an education,
that can be accomplished only through hard work
concentration. College study is not easy, and we
easily lose control of ourselves if we fail to set a

and
and
can
bal-

anced schedule. Do not be led astray by some “wise
guy” who frowns upon study and all those who are
conscientious in doing their work well. He is merely
expressing his ignorance and lack of appreciation for
the academic field.

At the University of Dayton, we are particularly
fortunate in receiving a Christian education. Consider
this in contrast to that in many of our public institutions, where moral confusion and materialism reign
supreme. We are served by men of the Marian Order
who are concerned not only with our physical wellbeing, but the spiritual as well, in a determination to
make our future lives more fruitful.
Keeping all these things in mind, reserve a place

for yourself in the college life of the University of
Dayton. We welcome all of you, new and old friends,
to make college days the happiest days of your life. ‘The
editor of the Exponent and his staff welcome you and
Page 16

...
say “good luck,” reminding you that a warm smile and
a friendly handshake are the marks of success and
happiness.

COLUMBUS

DAY

@ In 1451, at Genoa, Italy, a man was born who
was to shape the destiny of the world through the discovery of a new continent. He was Christopher Columbus. It is highly fitting, in this five-hundredth anniversary of his birth, that we commemorate Columbus Day,
October 12, in a special manner.
Of all the men who have hoped on this earth, there

are few who have had higher hopes than Christopher
Columbus. He hoped to make a difficult voyage,
find incredible riches, and give the world
cedented beauty.

an unpre-

Columbus made four voyages to the New World.
His ambition was to sail west to Cathay and Calcutta,
and to spread Christianity to those far removed lands
of riches and romance. Four times, each with renewed
hope, he attempted to reach those Far Eastern ports,
but successive attempts brought successive failures, for
he never more than found what to him was an isolated
portion of China and the Malay Peninsula. True that
he found gold, but his lack of success as a colonizer
and his failure to discover the westward route to the
Indies, brought much disrepute upon his name, and

as a final note of disheartenment, the Spanish
sovereignty relegated Columbus to oblivion, not even
giving him just financial reward, much less conferring
upon him the true dignity and honor which was his.
No one, not even Columbus or the Spanish crown
recognized the magnitude of these voyages, for they
were more than attempts to find gold, spices, and
jewels; they were the fruits of hope, upheld by the
solace and comfort of God’s mercy and guidance. They
truly represented the value of hope and belief in Divine
aid, for what was discovered was a new continent, little

dreamed of as becoming our great America of today,
and a refuge for all those peaceful in the world. This

was the reward worthy of the belief and toil of Columbus. He was not forsaken, as true justice would not
forsake him, and his name has emerged as the founder
of that land, which in fitting memory of him, has always endeavored to spread Christian ways of living, as
if in fulfillment of the task which was so much a part
of his heart.
The Exponent

In approaching the great problems of the future,
the future which we shall share in common with all
the free peoples of this earth, we shall do well to

WILL

remember that we are the inheritors of the tradition of
Christopher Columbus, the navigator who ventured
across uncharted seas.

many problems, chief among which is meeting dead-

When Columbus was about to set forth in the
summer of 1492, he wrote: “Above all it is very important that I forget sleep, and labor much at navigation, because it is necessary.”
As we steer our course through this great age of

exploration and discovery, we must keep our hopes
high. Columbus died in obscurity —as if a darkness
which he could feel.

It was a darkness not wished, still

he was not embittered by it. Nor did he curse the
hopes that had brought him to this nothingness. They
were like a cross, which gave a sweetness

to his last

moments. They were the cross of his crusade.

THE

FIFTY-THREE

CENT

DOLLAR

@ The dollar which we spend

so freely today is

amazingly worth only about one-half of its 1939 value

YOU

HELP?

@ Being the editor of a literary magazine involves
lines. It is a custom for one to look at a school period-

ical and take it for granted that its material is automatically received, and that a good supply is on hand
for future issues. One tends to believe that there is

already someone doing the writing.
That concept may be true in certain instances,
such as when the reporters for a newspaper supply all
the news. However, the Exponent is not a news mag-

azine, but is one devoted to exhibiting the literary abilities

of

the

student

body.

essays, poetry, biographies,

It contains

and

short

stories,

the comical

or real

life narratives.
The Exponent is composed and operated by students, and consequently it is a representative of such.
The standard of the magazine is in the hands of the
student body. It can be a first rate job if all cooperate.
Certainly there are numerous occasions when

we

would enjoy expressing ourselves in writing, except that

— fifty-three cents, to be exact.

we know of no outlet, or consider ourselves incapable.

Millions of individuals and families are being hurt
by the continual decline of the dollar value. These
people’s income have not kept pace with the rising costs
of living. In the last year alone, four cents have come

student write, such as English

off the dollar value. President Truman is quick to
advise the public that it is better off now than twelve
years ago, but a glance at actuality will readily prove

otherwise.

Among

the fifty-two million families and

individuals who are counted as spending units, fourteen

million are estimated to have been pinched by the
decline. Still others are to be curtailed by the expected
tax increase on November first. The anticipated tax
increase on incomes is designed to curb inflation, but
it will nevertheless cause its hardships.

Fixed income groups are affected the most by these
price increases. Government jobholders, retired people,
pensioners, and bondholders are undermined. An in-

teresting study is the case of a government bondholder,
who in 1939 purchased a savings bond for seventy-five
dollars. The value of that bond today, if reinvested,
would equal a hundred and two dollars. However, in
actual purchasing power, that bond is worth approxi-

mately fifty-five dollars.
It is this declining trend which

is beginning to

concem our politicians. Nips out of the dollar’s value
are beginning to affect almost everyone, and there is a

chance, politicians are worrying, that the American
people will register their protests at the polls.
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Neither of these problems need confront anyone at
the U.D., for the opportunity is present.
There are many classes which demand

that the

and literature classes.

And consider the many subjects which would be of
general interest to the entire school.

Last summer’s

vacation, with its interesting sights and happiness, always makes enjoyable reading. A story of one’s home
town, with personal reflections, always adds an intimacy
to our imagination. There are campus activities which
deserve

notice,

such

as the U.D.

chorus tour, or the amusing

Players,

the annual

incidents of a football

migration.
I think that each of us has his own hobby or some
outstanding talent with which he utilizes his spare time.
One might recall his unforgettable experiences in athletics; or if reading is one’s forte, we would enjoy an
account of an interesting novel or biography; and if a
musician, a story relating to one’s instrument, some
composer, or the band or chorus of which one is a
member.
The

editor wishes this year’s publication to con-

form to the outstanding precedent set by those of
former yeats. He is depending on you, the students,
to make the 1951 Exponent a success. It is your magazine. Will you help?
—WiuuaM

FE. Huta
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GUIDE

oe

vate a friendly spirit with one another.

LINES

© Slip out of your dignity, coeds, these two pages
this year, let’s chart our course for full steam ahead.
are your very own. After one big cheer for clear sailing
New students will not have to swab the Lounge
or catch intellectual rigor mortis. However, we are ask-

ing you to remember to visit the Chapel often
— to
cooperate with your professors— to feel free to discuss
any plans or problems with our new Dean of Women
— the true meaning of friendliness — and that a college
education is not composed entirely of extra-curricular
activities.
We need your contributions on this page.
—Mary

Eien

Finally, I welcome you for private conversation
with me. If you find me absent from my office, please
remember that in teaching three courses, conducting

two orientation groups, and making trips to various
parts of the campus,
office quite a number
open, you are always
discuss with you any

sheer “women’s talk.”
My best wishes for a happy and successful year!
—R. KATHLEEN WHETRO
Dean of Women

NActe.

COLLEGE
AN

OPEN

LETTER

TO

COEDS

BOARD

CAPERS

e Featured in the outfits Elders gave to the girls,

@ As new Dean of Women, I am happy to extend

through this opening issue of The Exponent for 195152 a special greeting to all of you. I invite you to make
use of the Lounge. Many have already recognized certain advantages wrought by its relocation. Some have
voiced the opinion that it is a brighter and more cheer-

ful room; others have appreciated the proximity to the
Home Economics department; quite a few have noted
the greater freedom possible by reason of the separ-

ation from the lecture rooms on the second floor. All
in all, the advantages outweigh the early objection
which some had to climbing a third flight of stairs.

On September 25 upper-class women students were
hostesses to the freshmen at a punch hour in the Lounge.
A very pleasant get-together it was. I hope we shall be
able to carry out the requests of those who would like
similar parties from time to time. Such functions can

be made possible, however, only through the concerted
efforts of a united women’s group.
A few of you have expressed your

I am necessarily away from the
of hours. But when the door is
welcome, and I shall be glad to
problem or even to engage in

desire for a

more closely-knit body of women students. I am most
willing to help you achieve that goal. I should like to
think that when you go out from the University of

who composed their College Board, was a blouse any
veteran U.D. coed would quickly label her “Arcade
blouse,” for reasons which become more obvious to all,
when viewing “Peggy-U. D. — Peggy-U. D.” hand-painted across the front of the sweater in varying sizes in a

never-pale red and blue. A phone number in six-inch
characters on the back of it could be more subtle in
telling the world who we were.
You could see us six and a half hours a day, six
days a week, wearing our Arcade blouse or the alternate
electric yellow cotton shirts with a straight grey skirt.
Following individual color preferences we had bright
felt visor caps, wide belts with gold heraldic crests, and

flat-heeled shoes to match our hats.
Each week three of us were assigned to a college
fashion department. Every day one member was selected to work at the college booth, where plain-and-fancy
advice was given to prospective students and their
mothers. A second glance took over the accessory bar
just behind the booth, where necessary articles plus
proper complements to costumes were assembled from

the entire store. We fingered everything from alarm
clocks, stoles, heraldic jewelry to hair dryers.

your association with

Up to this point we sound like beavers, don’t we?

girl classmates as one of the most pleasurable aspects of

But we did a lot more than work. Meeting with twelve

Dayton you can look back upon
your college career.

A good way to assure yourselves of

that heart-warming experience is to begin now to cultiPage 18

new girls gave us a peek at many

ations.

Many

were

absorbing new

the Betty Fairfax discussions

situ-

we

The Exponent

had in the farthermost dressing rooms concerning Janet
and John, Ginnie and Bruce, or Betsy’s latest date.
We were honored guests (ahem!)

our second day

at Elders at a tea for all buyers and department heads.
On our last day we were guests of Miss Ann Vaughn,
our director, at an 8 a. m. breakfast session at Gallaher’s
with Georrrrrge and Mary Lou.
Ever want to be a fashion model? We wuz, and it
was the experience we liked best of all. We did two
shows, one from Madamoiselle Magazine’s college issue,

and the second of Sacony separates and Town
Country shoes.

We

and

did informal modeling in the tea

room and on the fashion floor during trunk showings
of coats and furs.
From modeling we learned of feet tired all the way
up to the collar-bone, and how to inhale-exhale ourselves into clothes too big around the waist and too

short in the sleeve, while we meanwhile looked glamorous; from selling we learned not to blame the salesclerk too much; from the College Board we were re-

minded that college is the most fun imaginable.
know, it’s not so great to be a senior after all!

You

—Prc Kunka.
*

*

*

e From the moment the telegram arrived informing me that I had been selected to represent the University of Dayton on Rike’s College Board, a whole new

world opened up for me.
First, there was the initial training period coupled
with the experience of getting acquainted with my co-

workers, all representatives of colleges.

We were to

dress alike in outfits selected by the fashion

advisor

MODERN

CAMPUS

CUTIE

@ It certainly is amazing when you stop to think
of the many advantages modern science has given to
us girls. You hear of countless products that are a surefire cure for all your worries.

I wonder how a

typical

U.D. coed would be if she used some of the “wonderful” products that are constantly being tried today.
Let’s use our imaginations and try to picture Betty

“U.D.” coed as the advertisers see her.
First of all, Betty has a vivacious personality—she’s

a constant user of Orvita and Formula 621 vitamin
products. She also has that Drene sheen, and whenever
she grows tired of the same old color, ‘Tintair comes to
the rescue. You see Betty knows that “nature isn’t
always right, but Tintair is” — (is what, I wonder?).
Betty gets along well in school and has a fine,
alert mind. No-doz keeps her that way. The profs are

always certain that she’ll arrive on time for classes, because wherever she goes she checks her Gruen precision
watch, “the watch of famous airlines.” Betty pays rather
close attention in class and takes copious notes with her

Eversharp ballpoint pen.
top of her Tintaired hair
soles that outwear leather
When Betty enters
her, because

Her posture is erect from the
to the bottom of her Neolite
two to one.
the lounge, friends flock to

she reads from

cover to cover the book,

“How to Win Friends and Influence People.” She also
- is attractive to others on account of that Murine sparkle
in her eyes. Betty, like the majority of the coeds, is
fond of card playing and enjoys an occasional cigarette.
She uses a Ronson lighter for her cigarette and Ronsonal fuel because it’s “America’s largest selling lighter
fuel.” Betty chooses her cigarette according to the mood

and presented to us with the compliments of the store.

she’s in. When she wants “no unpleasant after taste”

The purpose of the College Board is to aid in
selecting wardrobes for girls entering college for the
first time. The board members were students of colleges
located in many parts of the nation. Meeting these

it’s Chesterfield.

coeds gave me the opportunity to learn about campus
life in secular and Catholic colleges, and in girls’ and

co-educational schools as well.
and

We were trained in selling methods, store policy,
the intricacies of store management. Each day

Sometimes

she chooses

Luckies,

for

she knows that Luckies “taste better than any other
cigarette,” and she'll never get a “rough puff” in the
pack. But of course in cigarettes as in everything else,
Betty has her ups and downs, and there are days when
she switches from “hots to Cools.”
Socially, Betty is a knockout with her beaming
Pepsodent smile. Her bewitching perfume “Intoxication” guarantees Betty a steady beau, whom she holds

was divided into two parts. The training period, which

spellbound with her witty conversations, because “well-

started the day, consisted of either a lecture or a tour
of the various departments. During the rest of the day
we did the actual selling or were stationed at the

Yes, Betty really is quite a remarkable girl. When
you stop to think of it, just where would we girls be

information desk for advisory service.
valuable

information

concerning

fashion

acquired

without all these wonderful products? Don’t kid your-

trends, and

self, we would still go on living just like our ancestors
did. It never entered their minds that “Nature isn’t
always right, but Tintair is.” —Mary ANN ISENECKER.

We

we were even told about the work involved in store
decoration and window displays.
I left the store at the end of the summer feeling
that I had been more than repaid by the wealth of
experiences and by a preview of the opportunities in
the merchandising
October, 1951

world.

informed people read The Dayton Daily News.”

LM

LLL

—JuLiE PFLAuM.
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TEN

YEARS

(Continued

from

AFTER
Page

9)

train ourselves while young to read

down to the library and look around.

good books so that in later years
such reading will be but a continu-

Do

the same friends, our conversation is

ation of habits that very fortunately

limited to small talk and gossip and
our social life consists in doing the

men

same inanities we did at the last
bridge party or club meeting. By
way of change from all this monontony a man may go on a binge or
a woman may go out and buy a new
coat. Frustration results from such
boredom and the psychiatrists have
a field day. We may free ourselves
somewhat from this dull way of
living by voyaging into new and
strange worlds created by the imagination of the makers of good books.
In consequence our conversation
will be free of the “I say to her”
and “she says to me” and the “I
saw it in the paper” and take on an
intelligent gloss. Reading will stimulate us to relive the dramatic

scenes in the book so that we will
be carried afar from the daily toil of
making a living into remote times

and places. The intellect will joyously grapple with the ideas in the
reading, because all great literature
has not only emotional content but
also intellectual content and books
are great literature in proportion to
the great ideas that they contain.
With the imaginative and intellect-

ual appeal of a book can still go the
interest that we find in reading for
diversion

and

recreation,

but

our

reading should contain more than
this diversion interest. It should appeal to the whole man. People want
knowledge, pleasure and variety in
their reading

diet and worthwhile

books have all these on the menu.

To obtain all these blessings from
reading, mental effort is required.
Emerson says there is a creative
reading as well as a creating writing
and if we want to bring back the
treasures of India we must carry

them out. All this means that we
should bring to our reading hours
attention and effort or what we call
mental discipline. There is a poem
for every mood of the human heart
but to know where that poem is requires searching. The good things
of the mind do not just come to us
floating on the air, but like with
other pursuits in life, we get as
much as we labor for. Why not
Page 20

we developed. College men and woof U.D., a word

of advice ac-

cepted now will pay big dividends
when time runs slowly and the material things of life pall on you.
In books we meet the writer at
his best. He exerts himself to the
full to give us the results of his best
talents. He distills for us the purest
veins of his ore and presents it to
us with wit and depth. Yes, in the
books that are worth our while we
find genius at top level. If we meet

these same writers socially we may
be disappointed that they do not
sparkle in conversation after the
manner of their books. They may
even be dull and uninteresting because they are not given to talk. Let
us not cavil at this because they have
reserved their greater selves for their

not be one of those students

who

see the inside

of the library

only when they must go there to

get assignment material. The University is a group of buildings

around the library. Is the library for
you the center of your intellectual
life? Happy will you be if you do
not lose your education after ten
years from graduation because while
at U.D. you learned how to read.

BLOOD AND
(Continued

from

BRAINS
Page

11)

rounds. He waved Johnson forward.

Johnson

pointed

to his ears and

smiled, indicating that
deafened him also.

firing

had

Gregory made motions to indicate
their movements. They would crawl
fifteen or twenty yards to the en-

of pleas-

emy’s rear, where the light machine
gun could not be brought to bear
on them. Although all the gun crew

is written today about

were armed with pistols, the rifles

personality, one of those elusive attributes that beggars definition. We
know of surface values like good
manners and eye-values like dressing
well, but personality is this and

Gregory started crawling. He had
crawled over five yards when he saw

book to give us moments

sure.

So much

more. It consists in developing those
qualities that make man a human

being and remove him from the animal world. Train the intellect, stim-

ulate the imagination, develop the
will and discipline the senses, this
is cultivating the human qualities.
What a pleasure to meet a person
who has all the social graces and the

amenities of refined society and who
also has a keen intellect and a broad
education coupled with tolerance

and sympathy for humanity. And
remember, this is not beyond the
acquisition of the average individual
who will read the books that tell

about life and assist in acquiring

that sympathy and tolerance that
are marks of an educated man. In
books we live with great minds, we

become

familiar with great ideas,

and it thus becomes possible for us

to live at the top of our personality.

If you have read this article thus
far, why not take stock with yourself and plan some kind of reading
for this coming college year. Go

should prove superior.

a break in the rubble. It would give
him a clear fire sector and still protect him from the light machine
gun. Gregory looked back to wave
Johnson forward, and then froze in
horror.
Johnson

was

getting

ready

to

throw a grenade. He pulled the pin,

held the grenade for a slow three
count, and let go.

Gregory sighted
chine gunner, who
ing rounds down
Gregory took a

on the light mawas busily throwthe narrow street.
half breath and

squeezed slowly.
The grenade hit the ground,
bounced, and rolled. The No. 2
man on the squad grabbed it prepar-

ed to throw it out of the crew area.

At the top of his swing, the gren-

ade exploded. The whole right side
of the swabber’s body disappeared
in the blinding roar.

Gregory cursed softly, for the machine gunner had jerked at the explosion and saved his own life. He
shot again, and the gunner slumped
The Exponent

.

heavily

over

the handgrips

of his

gun.
Johnson was slugging away with
his M-I

now,

making

things live-

ly for the artillery crew. They were
trying to return fire with their pistols. Gregory dropped a gunner who

was taking shelter behind the 90,
and

drew

pistol

fire on

his

“Hey,” the sergeant rasped, “you

did it!”
Gregory thought of Malloy and
Johnson, of the enemy soldier they
had surprised. He thought of the
light machine gun crew, and of the
dead artillerymen.
“Yeah,” he sighed, we did it.”

own

WHY,

The No. 2 machine gunner and
one of the ammo bearers were trying to get the machine gun to bear
on Johnson. They were hampered
by the prostrate form of the dead
first gunner. Gregory’s shot was low.

(Continued

camp,

One of the machine gunners drew
a hit in the leg, falling and carrying

dier,” the General

the machine

gun

over

on

top

of

him. Johnson nailed the other gunner.
The artillery crew had taken shelter in a drainage ditch on the far
side of the road. There were eight

men left. Gregory spread the remaining three shots in the clip while
Johnson threw a grenade. There was
a ragged burst of pistol fire in return.

OH!

WHY?

from

Page

This school has what is perhaps the
most beautiful of college campuses,

8)

to ten he stopped at the gates of the

showed

his credentials and

was admitted to the General’s office.
“T see you are quite prompt, solsaid, with a big

round smile on his weather-beaten
face. “You were to get here before
ten. It is just two minutes before

ten. I was about to cancel any plan
for tomorrow.
papers?”
Paes, on.

The
“O.K.

You

have

the

glanced

at them.

I want you to make yourself

at home at the first farm-house on
the left of the road. Everything has
been

arranged

for you.

You

look

Gregory’s right arm _ suddenly
went limp. The M-I clattered on
the rubble. Gregory looked down. A

like you need it.”

thin stream of red was staining his
shirt sleeve.

his own set out and met at a ford
of a river, as planned in the papers

Johnson’s rifle was silent. Gregory
heard
road.
tanks,
stand

the rumble of tanks on the
If the enemy brought up
he and Johnson
wouldn't
a chance. He scrambled over

to Johnson’s position, running low.
Johnson
No

response.

Gregory

rolled

him over. Johnson had caught a
timber fragment in the skill. It was
still sticking there.
The tanks hove into view. They
were friendly! Gregory ran out and
waved

his

M-I,

and

the

tanks

stopped. The sergeant and the rest
of the squad hopped off the lead
tank. The men in the squad started

rounding
men.

up

October, 1951

the enemy

artillery-

there
their

they
way

through the German line.

DEBATERS

GO

which

incidentally

birthplace

served

too

near

the

Wednesday we held our final debate before a large audience at Riordan High School, the Society of
Mary’s new high school in San
Francisco. Our opponents were two
gentlemen from San Francisco State
College.
Some of the other little doings of

the week included two cocktail parties, breakfast at the famous
House

where

with

we

were

Beatrice Kay

on

Cliff

the

air

and other cele-

brities, dinner with one of our more

new

friends

(we

work

fast), a cruise of the harbor, dinner
at one of the best-known restaurants

WEST

of the United

The next day marked two events,
a debate with San Jose State College and in the afternoon a dunking in the ocean for my colleague,
Charlie Zimmer, when he, daring

charming

at Fisherman’s wharf, and to top it
off—to

(Continued from Page 7)

was lying on his belly,

his M-I pointing at the enemy.
Gregory tapped him on the shoulder.

The next day, while Leo slept a
restless sleep the VIIth Army and
just delivered. From
successfully
fought

except U. D.’s, of course. Our debate

here was broadcast from the University studio. After the debate we
were the guests of the University at
a famous French restaurant.

soul that he is, went
water.

Hete they are.”

General

Sunday we ate in high style at the
Tonga Room of San Francisco’s
swanky Fairmont Hotel atop Nob
Hill and later we had cocktails in
the Merry-Go-Round Room.

The next day we resumed our
debates. Our first stop was Stanford
University, down the peninsula.

position. He counted four bodies on

the ground.

hills above the bay. Saturday night
we had front row seats for the
Symphony and Jascha Heifetz.

finish the tour with a

fect record

as

the

Nations

six years ago. ‘T'wo or three afternoons were spent lying on the
beach, soaking up the sun and
watching the seagulls dive and soar

over the breakers that kept rolling
in from the Pacific.

We spent the week-end at the
country home of some friends across
the bay. They have one of those
nearly all glass, modern houses you
see around here only in magazines.
It is ideally situated in the Marina

per-

in the debates.

We think now that our fellow
students will see that we, while haying nothing against the world as a
whole,

were

West when

reluctant

Of course, we
home to look

were anxious
but there is
the Student
handle. How
tion

to leave

the

the day rolled around.
had a beautiful trip
forward to, and we

to see everybody again
a problem that perhaps
Council would like to
about shifting the loca-

of next semester’s

classes, say,

about two thousand eight hundred
miles

west?
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PIGSKIN

EIGHT

SABOTEURS

AT

(Continued

By Mary

Ellen Nagle

e@ There is nothing like a wild,
exciting football game. Everyone
loves this sport, but some of the
spectators can easily drive you
“sane.”

The

“quiz kid”

usually will sit

either directly in front or behind
you in the stadium. This genius is
constantly trying to find out why
the man in the cute, striped shirt
keeps dropping his handkerchief or
why do all those big, horrid men of
extinction try their level best to fall
all over the poor, little lone ranger

carrying the “baseball.”
A pigskin hit parade would never
be complete without the fan, who
is so friendly, it’s painful. This stadium commentator doesn’t want
you to miss a play and will punctuate each exclamation with the
smashing argument, “Did you see

that man about down?”
The avid fan, who never forgets to
bring her radio to the game is a

real joy to everyone sitting near her.
During the most tense moments of

the game, you can depend upon her
switching on the day’s installment
of the “Romance

of Helen

Brent,”

the story of a young coed of fifty,
who wants
her age.

to marry a man

twice

The hungry or “excuse me, pardon me” fan spends three-fourths of
the game time roving to and from

ahead!” How he could tell his
position from the appearance of the

EIGHTY

from

Page

12)

the coal is laid here, it can be blown
to desired positions in the fire by
a controllable air jet. I noticed we
were going faster now.
By this time the engine cab had
begun to sway and lurch. A railbed looks smooth to the eye, but to
an engine it is a washboard! I noticed that the weight of the cars had
given way to an ear-splitting combination
of grinding, screaming
metal. Conversation was almost out
of the question. The engineer motioned to me and pointed to the seat
behind him. I had absolutely no
plans for getting off my seat until
the detective took my arm and smiled. Moving to the new position was
like stepping across the backs of
some galloping horses.
The engineer saw to my proper
position behind him and then started to tell me of the valve and gage
workings, and the various levers at

his disposal.

It was interesting to

learn that the throttle was one of

the smallest controls and that the
speedometer was so small it could

hide itself in the mass of steam and
air gages.
Our speed had been gradually in-

New

Mexico.

This

was

a

wild
halt
We
the
the

ride. The train ground to a
and we all jumped to the gravel.
then exchanged good wishes for
future and I thanked them for
ride. As I turned to go back to

my coach, the engineer told me that

I had ninety seconds for the long
trot to the end of the train. With
panic welling up in me for the second time that morning, I started
down the track beside the train, but

as I got to the second car, a hand

reached out and snatched off my
cap. I looked up and saw that the
boys had opened a vestibule for me.
It seemed

that everyone

on the

train knew of my experience and all
hands had a lot of questions.

We

then had a good topic for fresh conversation which lasted for many
hours. This was an experience for
which thousands yearn, but few
realize. I have tried many times to
analyze this thing called the “Romance of Railroading.” If it is to
be found in the cab of an engine, it

was most certainly in hiding that
morning in New Mexico.

I saw that we were flying

This had

down the rails at eighty miles per

been, even with it’s discomforts and

hour! Perceiving this, I realized that
I was astride a unit of the most
highly organized confusion ever con-

bruises

ceived!

a real thrill of a lifetime.

My thanks to the Santa Fe.

Imagine sitting on a hard

the hot dog stand. Being true blue

from under you. Try to rest your
arm on the window ledge when it
moves ten inches away from you

diabolically attempting to move out

and the next instant, shoves itself at

No matter how sterling your character is, be prepared to sit next to

your rib section with plans for injuring your person. You try to look

the effervescent, back-slapping, arm-

ahead alongside the engine boiler

pounding fan of the thud degree.
This beaming hunk of masculinity
enjoys making life physically unsafe
for everyone around him, by practising his theory that fractures speak
louder than words.
The life of a football fan may be
dangerous, but it is always worth
watching those gallant men of menace in action.

and your eyes are instantly flooded
with wind, tears, and dust which
sneaked into your goggle cups.
What fun!
The engineer calmly pulled out a

Page 22

Rivers,

water stop and to be the end of my

ometer,

you allow him to repeatedly trample

on your feet, as he marches by with

ed down to thirty miles per hour and
crept into a small rail yard in Three

creasing and when shown the speed-

pad twelve inches square which was

huge, luscious hot dogs, just dripping with mustard.

mesquite and sand is beyond me.
He was correct in his calculations,
for about a half hour later, we slow-

watch that resembled a very large

tomato and studied it for some seconds. After glancing at the barren
countryside, he turned to me and
shouted,

“We

are

one

minute
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STROLLING

THE

CAMPUS

By Tula Vardalides

@ NO! We didn’t graduate! What
gave everyone that idea anyways?
Thanks loads for all the nice comments like: ‘“What’re you doing back
here?” and “Thought we got rid of
you, at last.” Yeah, Thanks!
Just for that we have resolved to
make our deadlines from now on and
gleefully watch you writhe in pain as
you suffer through this page.
We aren’t going to comment on the
football team. We are now fully convineced

of what

we

have

suspected

for

a long time. We have “jinxing” powers. For two years we rah-rahed them
on to — (ahem) disaster, practically.
So by now we notice that they are
managing to “struggle” on without
our enthusiastic help so “mums the
word.” We aren’t saying anything till
after we win that bowl game. Not
even the teeniest congrats!
Passing

Thoughts:

We’ve started a special bank account for our trip to New York.
Freshmen may note that certain quarters expect our basketball team to
take the N. I. T. We ourselves not
only expect this BUT we have already
informed our relatives to be ready to
vacate their “spacious” N. Y. flats
this spring as this year we, “the
champs,” don’t intend to sleep on the
floor. Also we have warned the Victoria Hotel that the twelve engraved
cocktail spoons we took home were not
enough souvenirs to go around and to
be sure and stock us up with plenty
of towels as we are doing the washing at home this year and the supply
is running low.
We also recommend that the administration warn the Pennsylvania
State Police in advance that we’ll be
going through. This time we might not
be able to afford the delay—pleasant
though it always has been—of being
checked, fined, and reprimanded at
the end of the Turnpike. After all, we
gotta get to the game on time! |
We wonder how Main Street managed to exist all these years without
U.D. help? Now we know why we
have come to college—to
get our
B.A.S.S. degree (Bachelor of the Art
of Street Sweeping.)
This is for Seniors, especially: Do
you want people to know you graduated from collich? Do you want to
remember how you looked with hair?
Do you want to be able to point to
a picture of Yew Dee Josephewski,
the president of Embezzlement, Inc.,

October,

1951

and

say,

nomics
You

“Look,

class.

he

was

in

I graduated

my

Eco-

with him!”

do???

Then

all you have

to do is to drop

a course, collect your money, and invest five bucks in the Daytonian. Then

you can meet us down on Brown St.
and we’ll help you celebrate on the
rest of the dough.
Oh,

how

we

miss

our

favorite

hole

in the parking lot. Those dear days
are gone forever when we used to
look around for our car and find we
were standing on it! The old parking
lot isn’t the same any more. (Thank
goodness. )
There’s a rumor of a petition going
around for an escalator to be installed
in St, Mary’s Hall for the benefit of
the Women’s Lounge. We recommend
that a course on mountain climbing
and yodeling be offered to the girls.
To let you fellows know how high it
is—the smoke sinks to the floor instead of rising. But the view is terrific. Trouble is we can’t tell who it is
we’re watching. How about supplying
a set of binoculars for each of the
windows.
Girls,
now
you
can
trim
that
waistline. No longer do we eat those
lunches we used to get in the Big
Cafe. No more heaps of calorie-loaded
creamy

mashed

potatoes;

no

more

juicy steaks; baked pork; creamed
chicken; fluffy egg omelets;
gooey
salads—oooh, gotta get some supper.
Be seeing ya around.

the seniors started the ball rolling by
sponsoring the “Howdy Hop,” following the opening game on Saturday,
the twenty-second. The first pep rally
preceding the game was well-attended,
and the U. D. spirit was really exuberant. Captained by senior Lou Cannarozzi, the red-hot Flyer footballers
turned in a great performance, initiating the ’51 season. Quarterback Frank
Siggins made a fine showing, with
Bobby Recker and Jim Currin starring, also.
They sent the Marines
back to Montezuma, defeating them by
a 21-14 score. Maurice Reichard’s Flyer Band did a swell job of entertaining during half-time, and we noticed
some new faces in the Marching Coed
section.
Highlighting the second week of
school for the Coeds was the getacquainted Punch held in the Women’s Lounge. Organized by Miss Whetro, new dean of women, the party was
a huge success. Upperclass girls welcomed the new students, looking very
collegiate in their cute blue and red
freshman caps.
The football team did it again Sunday, September thirtieth, when they
mauled the Bonaventure eleven thirtyfour to fourteen. The game was a real
thriller and aroused the crowded stadium, which produced some excellent
cheering.
Between
halves, the five
lovely

Homecoming

Queen

Extending their number of victories
to three straight, the football team
scalped the Youngstown Penquins by
a

very

convincing

score

seven to seven, Friday
fifth.

HILLTOP BUZZING
WITH ACTIVITY
By Dee Carcelli
@ Registration

week

saw

an

enthu-

siastic group of freshmen and upperclassmen enroll at U.D., when the
Marianist school portals opened its
101st year.

and

Gone

last year’s

was

the class

junior

class

of ’51,

assumed

its new role of the mighty seniors. It
was good to see so many old acquaintances after the summer vacation and

to greet the incoming

frosh.

September seventeenth marked the
opening of classes, and once again,
students climbed the Hilltop to resume their “battle of the books.”
Spearheaded by president Bill Kehl,

candidates

and their attendants were introduced.
They were Julie Pflaum,
Joan Batche,
Shirley Shroll, Thalia Johnson, and
Shirley Bourgois. This year’s campaign should prove quite exciting, and
the Homecoming Game with Toledo
on October thirteenth will be a colorful event.

of

twenty-

night, October

In the feminine world of sports, the
coed hockey team traveled to Springfield, where they were defeated by the
Wittenberg girls six to two. In the
forward line were: Joanne Koehler,
Jeannyne Gunckel, Joan Oldiges, Wilda Billet, and Janet Finke. Peg Howley, Gloria Taylor, and Ellen Ammann
were halfbacks. In the fullback positions were Rosie McAvoy and Marilyn
Eickman,

and

Alice

Duffy

was

in the

goal spot. Freshman substitute
Hoskett scored both points.

Sue

The social season was initiated in
grand style at the Frosh Welcome
Dance, October sixth. The Sophomores
really outdid themselves in making
the dance a huge success. Elton Dale’s
music was terrific to dance to, and
looking very regal were Queen Connie
Youngman and King Chuck Spatafore.
Page
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WANPUS_ NUIFURS
Below we’ve writ of stuff and such
And though it really isn’t much
We know that here you expect to find
The scoopings of the snooping mind
So with spying glass where e’er we go
We'll dig up what you want to know.

@ So much has been going on,
seems as if we're a little late with our
dirt but maybe we know somethings
you don’t .. . yet!
You girls been wondering why
Larry Hackett has been giving with
the

cold

shoulder?

Well,

there’s

a

Mrs. Hackett. Congratulations and
best wishes, Larry. We hear she’s a
pretty sharp girl, too. — Glad to
hear Jim Gilvary will make it for
Homecoming. He had a few people
worried there for a while.
Not many upperclassmen showed
up for the Frosh Welcome function
but the youngsters (!) kept things
hopping. Glad to see Katie Girard
helping royalty celebrate with his

highness Chuck Spatafore. ‘Too bad

everyone knew she had a date even
before she did! Surprises are always
nice though, aren’t they? Miami-ing
were Leo the Lion Lonergan with
frosh, Rosie Kramer, who

is Tony’s

sister, by the way, John Caron and
Pat Kinsella, B. G. Kelly and Jackie
‘Tangeman, to name one or two.
New
Characters
on
Campus
Dept.:

Organizations,

take

note,

here’s an artist joining the sophranks,
namely Corda Sacksteder. Another
in the same class is Helen Warren,

who seems to be a good sign paint-

er, among other things. John Bias,

draftables that have been thinking
about joining the Navy: Don’t do

it. Take Dave Smith (U.D.’51) for

instance. He did. Now he’s out at
sea for simply ages, and what’s more,

Rosie McAvoy’s all at sea, too.
Wo'da Thunk It Dept.: What
about all those girls last year who
said they wouldn’t be caught dead
in white bucks and thought that
they looked like gym shoes? Why,
they’re walking around in Mr. Spalding’s get-dirty-quick money makers,
looking very much alive!
There weren’t many dates at the
Hangar picnic but you never would
have known it. No fire and not
much group activity. KK would rather not see any more of those; not

the downstairs

the next, there-

fore circulating around and not being seen in the same place every day.
2. Go to Hangar pretty often, but
not every time. Play it cool some
weeks, get some beauty sleep and let
the guys think you have a date.

3. When you have a blind date,
don’t make arrangements where to
go till you give him the once over.

Maybe you’d rather crawl down to
the corner theater than face the
crowds and bright lights of “down
town” Flagship, Kittyhawk, etc.
(Boys, you, too.)
4. When Joe Ego calls you with a

bid to do the town the next Satur-

said?
Jim Currin was life of the party

day and gives the impression he’s a
B.W.O.C. (ye illiterate, Big Wheel
on Campus) remember those letters
can stand for “Baloney, Wind or
(just plain old) Corn.”

that followed, when they pulled a
new game on him. Among those

giving him a hard time were his
date, Shirley Shroll, Ernie Koerner
and Pat.
Plug: Comes Halloween, comes
masquerades, oui? Hear tell there’s
one after the Chattanooga game.
That’s Saturday, Oct. 20, at the
Democratic club. There'll be tickets
floating around pretty soon. — Pd.
Ady.
Jane Smith threw a party after
the Frosh’s “Help Night”. Seems
her house couldn’t hold everybody
and they had to borrow neighbors’
yards to party in. Beer cans for a
block down. Hurray for the frosh for
keeping up the old spirit(s).
Norris back from Detroit where she
went to meet his parents. — Still
rondevooing around the campus are
Bill Boland and Shirley Dunham. —
Hey, now we know what started the

Moore are back together, again, in

Chicago fire. — There’s a letter writ-

case you've been wondering. — And
speaking of changed situations, Pat
Ramsey is playing the field again.
She doesn’t like tennis rackets as

ing faction up in the lounge these
days in honor of someones who are
far, far away. Toey Oldiges and Betty Osweiler are two of the charter
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1. Eat in the upstairs cafe one day
and

quite up to Hangar tradition. Nuf

John Carroll’s loss, U.D.’s gain, is
already a strong Hangar fan. Ed
Hobisch is back for another return
engagement, along with Joe Mosconi, who says comparison proves,
and U.D. wins over State.
Yes, Wilda Billett and Jerry

well as she thought she did. — You

Advice to the Freshman Females:

Odds

and

members.

Ends

Dept.:

Joanie

5. Stay out of the lounge during
free periods. Remember the old
adage, “You don’t find peaches on

an apple tree.

The arcade is the

“peachy” spot!
6. You can be Raggedy Ann most
of the time for that casual look. But
maybe once or twice a month spring
the old heels on Raggedy Andy to
prove there’s ankles under those sox!
(This is of course pre-supposing you
can make it up and down the steps.)
7. When Mr. Obnoxious asks you
for a date and you'd just as soon
stay home and study, say “Yes” anyway. You never know who his best
buddy might be! Romances don’t
always have to start with your own
date!
If any of these prescriptions
not

have

the

desired

effect,

do
send

your complaint to this department,

care of Exponent. We will refund
cost of this issue, and try to alter
our helpful hints next time. We will
even fix you up with a date (after
we

dig up

November

one

for ourselves.)

second,

Till

this is it.

The Exponent

"A boys best friend

The
“DAYTONIAN”
Should Appear
@ The U. of D. is one of three
colleges in the country which has
been distributing annuals to its students without charging them. The
school budget assumes the major
burden, aided by contributions from
patrons and advertisers.
This

appropriation

from

is his mother...

univer-

sity funds had to be stopped, and
it is now a student project to defray

the expenses of this worthwhile publication. The thinking student will
realize the interest now and later
in perusing an annual, and will further admit that a mere $5.00 is a

small

figure

to

pay.

Those

who

have been around know that the
same book would cost as much as
$15.00 at some other school.

We are asking just $5.00 per order, an amount which hardly covers
cost of production, leaving no funds
for incidental expenses rising from
cokes for a typing party, or a banquet to the harrowed and long-working staff.
We need 1,200 subscriptions as
a minimum, towards assuring basic
finances for the ““Daytonian 752”.

V2

To date, about 200 orders have been

given.
Do you students want a book?
We believe you do, but you'll have
to prove that “want” by ordering
these days. Once we see the orders
rolling in promisingly, we can get
busy with photography duties, and
get things under way. If orders do
not

add

to our

minimum,

all

the

money will be refunded. Let’s hope

this is not necessary.

Cottam

but Ci ars are
aM ans Smoke!

Order

your book now
in M 307

only $5.00

You

need

not inhale

to enjoy a cigar!
CIGAR INSTITUTE OF AMERICA,

INC.

“
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oo

No. 11...
THE ROOSTER

there’s one convincing way to prove cigarette mildness!

It’s the sensible test ...the 30-day Camel Mildness Test, which
simply asks you to try Camels as a steady smoke—on a day
after day basis. No snap judgments. Once you’ve enjoyed Camels
for 30 days in your “T-Zone”

(T for Throat, T for Taste),

After all the Mildness

tests...

IF

wa TT

youll see why...

Camel leads all other brands Sy Si//ions

«CANCE

QUALITY Aa

You have to get up early in the morning to put one over on this
cock-of-the-walk! When it came to making “quick-trick” experiments
of cigarette mildness, he stated flatly, “That’s strictly for clucks”!
How ’ya going to keep ’em down on the farm—when they know

